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§ 1. Introduction.

In this paper we study the group of homotopy classes of self-homotopy
equivalences, <S(X), for the total space of a 5m-bundle over Sn with the condition :

J. W. Rutter determined this group for the case of m=3 and n—Ί in [3],
and also some generalizations of Rutter's result are given in [4] and [6].
Moreover Y. Nomura computed £(X) for real and complex Stiefel manifolds in
[5]. Then our purpose is to obtain a generalization of these results in a some
sense. Let H be the natural representation:

which is defined by //(/)=/# and we denote by <S+(X) the kernel of H. Then
we have an exact sequence

{1} — > GΛX) — * £(X) — > Aut H*(X).
H

Hence it is almost sufficient for us to determine <£+(X) and //-image.
Let q : X-^Sn be the Sm-bundle with the characteristic class<J(eτrn_i

James-Whitehead showed in [2] that X has a CFF-decomposition:

where β=p*(ξ) for the usual projection p: SO(m+l)->Sm.
Let P%(β) be the subgroup of πn(Sm),

and we denote by η the generator of πN+1(SN). We will prove
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THEOREM 1. Suppose that \_cvι+u Eβ2°η=Ξθ mod Eβ°πm+n±i(Sn). Then there
exists an exact sequence

{0} --> Hξ — > β+(X) —-> G* — > {0} ,

and

Remark. For example, the assumption is always satisfied if •;/?—2 mod 4
and m^9.

THEOREM 2. Suppose 2/3—0.

H-tmage=Z2xZ2 ιj 2J(ξ) = 0 and [cm+1, Eβ^=0 mod Eβ°πm+n(Sn)

H-ιmage=Z2 tf either [_cmΛU

H-tmage=Z2 tf [>m+1, E i3]+2/(f)^0 α/irf 2/(f)^0 mod £iS°7rm+n(S7i),

H-nnage— {0} otherwise.

THEOREM 3. Suppose that the order of β ts odd. Then

H-image^Z, if [>OT+J, ££]-f-2/(f)ΞΞθ mod Eβ°πm+n(Sn)
and

H-ι?nage—{0} otherwise.

Our method is based on Barcus-Barratt theory [1]. Let A-=-Sm\Jen be the
β

subcomplex of X and consider the fibring

rA:(Xx, lx)-^{XA,i) (i=lx\A)

defined by restricting maps on A. Then we have an exact sequence

π^X*, i) — > π.irΛi), lχ) — > TΓOC^, lχ) — ^ πo(XΛ, i).
3

Using an identification of ^(/^(z'), lχ) with πm+n(X, x0), the above sequence
can be transformed into the exact sequence

{0} — > GX.Λ — > €(X) — > (f?(A),

where Gx,^ denotes the group ^TΓ/H+ΛC^V^TΓTO+ΛC^USA-.^TΓI^, /))}.
Since β(A) can be determined by Barcus-Barratt Theorem our work is to

describe the group GX>Λ and the image <5(X)-><S(A). In § 2 the operation dx>A is
investigated and §3 dXtA is considered again from the view of Suspension-
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version. § 4 contains some homotopy groups, and the image £(X)-*β(A) is dis-
cussed in §5. At last, in §6, we give some examples.

§ 2. Barcus-Barratt Operation.

LEMMA 2.1. i*(πm+n(A)) = πm+n(X), πm+n-1(A)^Z{a] +G(β) and the sequence

{0} -+ in {πm+n-i(Sm)} — > G(β) —•> β*\0) - ^ {0}

is exact where β% : πm+n-2(Sn~1)-^πm+n-1(Sm) is induced by β. Especiallly we have

Gx,A=πm+n(X)/dx>Aπ1(XA,i).

Proof. The proof follows from the homotopy exact sequence and the
homotopy excision theorem.

Let rSm :(XΛ, i)-*(Xsm, ιm) be the flbring (im=ι \Sm : Sm->X) and let ΛΛίX be
the fibre r~ι

m{im), i.e.
ΛA,x={f'.A-

Consider the exact sequence

and identifications

π1(Xsm, im) ^—> πm+i(X, Xo) and πι{ΛAίX, i) <—> πn+1(X, x0)
d, d2

given by

S i χ S m __^ χy d1(f) = d(f} ιm°pr)

and

where d denotes the separation elemen (see Appendix).

L E M M A 2.2. By the composition

πn+1(X, Xo) <—> KX(AA>X, i) — > πi(XA, i) > πm+n(X, x0)
d2 dχ,Λ

any element z is mapped to White head product \_cm, z].

For the proof we need some preparations. Let φ be a map Λ—>.-LvSn

(A=SmUen-^(SmUen)VSn) which is obtained from shrinking the equator of en

to a point.

LEMMA 2.3. φ*(a)=a+lcm, cn~] (eτrm + n_1(/lvS7 1))

Proof. From the assumption on m, n we have the decomposition
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Clearly the first factor of φ*(a) is a and the second factor is zero by the
existence of the projection X->Sn. Since the third factor is determined by the
cohomology ring of X we may think that it is just [cm, tn"]. These complete
the proof.

Let us define three spaces Xτ (i=0, 1, 2) as follows:

n) [J em+n , X^XVS71 and X2=Smx

Then three Barcus-Barratt operations are obtained from fibrings :

\ vt) — > (XΛvsn, ίVW) (*=0, 1, 2),

where (x0) denotes the constant map Sn->x0(^X) and v% is an appropriate exten-
sion of zV(x0) over X. We denote them by

x

 S\ tV(x0)) — > πm+n(X, x0), (z=0, 1, 2).

Now, applying the additive theorem of Barcus-Barratt we have

LEMMA 2.4. dQ^d1

J

Γd2

Since π^X^371, ίV(x0)) has a decomposition

we may regard π^X*171, (x0)) as a subgroup of π ^ Z ^ 5 7 1 ,

LEMMA 2.5. 77^ restriction d^π^X871, (xo))=0.

Proof. It is sufficient from definitions to show that the image of the
homomorphism

contains π^X8'1, (x0)) for the map v1\X1 = XwSn-^X> (Xχ\/{x^)f and then this
means that any map: S1X{AySn)-^X is extendable over SιX(X\JSn) iί f\SιxA
=ί ρroj4 and / | * x S n = (xo). Since the map / : SιX(XvSn)-^X defined by

and f\S1xSn=f\S1xSn

satisfies the conditions the proof is completed.

LEMMA 2.6. The restriction d2\π1(Xsn, (x0)) can be identified with the homo-
morphism

πλ{X , (xo)) = πn+1(X, x0) — > πm+n(X, x0)

defined by Whitehead product \_cmy ] .

Proof. Consider the commutative diagram
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πι(Xsn, (*„)) •

restπction

where 9 on the left hand is the boundary operator derived from the flbring
p m x s n ^ m v s n ^ T h e n b y Barcus-Barratt formula (p. 66 of [1]) the proof is
completed.

Now, using the following diagram, the proof of lemma 2.2 is completed from
lemma 2.3, 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6.

Xi(XSn, (.Xo))
πi{X*'*\

d( , (λ'o)proj)

ΪCn + ι\X> Xo) — Dm,

πi(Λ
A,x, *, i)

here we identify the space A with A\JSn/Sn and the map i : A->X with the
map A—>AvSn X.

()

§ 3. Suspension of Barcus-Barratt Operation.

In this section our purpose is to describe the group E{dx>ΛiX
A, i)} as a

subgroup of πm+n+1(EX, xQ) with other terms. First we consider the general
case. For any spaces Y and K, the map Σ: YK-±EYEK which assigns each
map f: K—>Y to the map Ef \EK~->EY induces the homomorphism

Σ* : π1(Yκ, u) — > ^1(EYEK

i Eu), (u : K-> Y),

i.e. for f .S'xK-^Y, Σ*(f)(s, (ί, x)) = (t, f(s, x)) U E / ( ) .
Since, for a map h : L->K, it holds

Σ*h*(f)(s, (ί, v)) = (ί, /(s,

and

{Eh)*Σ*(f)(s, (t, y))=(Σf)(s, (t, A(v))=vί, /(s,

we have the following commutative diagram:

, v =L)
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~i(YK, U)

~AYL, U h)

πx{EYEK, Eu)

Eh*

π1{EYELEuEh)

(3.1)

Now, applying the diagram 3.1 to our case Y=X, K=Λ and h = β, we have

LEMMA 3.2. There exists a commutative diagram

Σ*
\ Ei) , Xϋ)

OEX.EA

Z = — (Xsm 2 )

""\ K
{0} ^ ( £ X s m + 1 , ί m + 1 ) = Z 2

In t h e above d i a g r a m if w e identify π1(EXsm+\ z m + 1 ) w i t h πm+2(EX, xύ) w e
have

LEMMA 3.3. oΣΛtSm+i may be considered as the composition °EJ(ξ), where ζ
denotes the characteristic class of the bundle.

Proof. λYe note that there exists a map : T(ξ) = Sm+1 \J evχΛrU ^->EX of degree

+ 1. Then the proof completed by applying the sphere theorem of [1] to the
diagram

πm+n+i{EX, xo)

J

which is obtained from using lemma 3.2.

LEMMA 3.4. E3XiA{^(XA, i)} =πmΛEX)*EM).

Proof. Consider the sequence associated with the fibring r:XΛ-^>Xsm

, tm) πn(X, Xo)

UJ

• cm°rj°Eβ

Since o . 7zn + ι(Sn)—>~n(Sm) is given by d{Ύ])~β°η and we have β°η = η°Eβ, by
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the assumption n^2m—2 r* is onto. Thus the proof follows from lemma 3.2
and 3.3.

§4. The suspension πk(X)~>πk+1(EX)

Now we are interested in the kernel of the suspension

Ek : πk{X) — > πk+i(EX) (k = mJrn, m--n — l).

Let v be the attaching map for a cell of a CW-complex, then we denote by
£ the characteristic map for the cell. By the homotopy excision we know

LEMMA 4.1. For ι — l,2 there exists a decomposion

+ len+1, Έβoπn+2(Dn+1, 5 n ) ] r ,

where [ , ] r denotes relative White head product.

Consider the following ladder :

~k+i(Sn) = πk+1(X,Sm) — > πk(Sn) — > πk(X) —> ~k(X, Sm)
d

πk+2(EX, Sm+1)--+πn1(Smίi)—*πk+1(EX)—*

First we note that the homomorphism

7r*+i(X, Sm) — > πk+ι+1(EX, Sm+1) 0-0, =1)

is mjective because we have a commutative diagram

πk+i(X, Sm) ~—> πk+i(Sn)

\E **

Eq*
Hence we have

S^1)) (4.2)

On the other hand, from lemma 4.1, we have

X, Sm+ι)=M)°πk+1(Sm+1)\JEβ°πk+1(Sn)VJtcm+1, Eβ-<-m-.1(Sn)'] (4.3)

LEMMA 4.4. For x^πάS"-1) (s^2m-2), J(ξ)*Em+1x is contained in the E~
image if and only if β°χ—0.

Proof. Take Hopf invariant of the element, i. e.
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Then the proof follows from s^2m—2.
Now, suppose that β°x=0. Then there exists σx<Ξπs^L(X) such that q,^

Ex. Lemma 4.4 is more exactly stated as follows:

LEMMA 4.5. There exists an element ζx^πs(SO(m)) satisfying

(1)

(2) im.(

Proof. Let ξf be the induced bundle over S s + 1 by the map Ex. Since
jM?0=i*(f)o*=jSo.r==0 there exists an element ξx of πs(SO(m)) which is mapped
to ξ by the inclusion SO(m)->SO(m-\-l). Then we have

Next, consider the commutative diagram

q

\EX

qr

then By [2] we have, in πs-m(Y),

- > S S

for a cross-section ro_! of qf. Clearly this shows (2).
Now, we know that there exists an element w$ of ~nnn-i(Sm) such that

if 2/3-0 then Ewξ=Zcm+1, cm+1^Em^β
if m is odd7i and 2/3=0 then Ewξ=K2ξ)±[_cm^, cιn+,~]°Eβ.

Then from '4.2 \ (,4.3), and lemma 4.5 we obtain

LEMMA 4.6. £ ^ , ( Ό ) = [ / m , πn

LEMMA 4.7. Suppose that [cm+1, Eβ~\°η~0 mod Eβ°πnι+n+ί(Sn). Then we hare

Proof. By lemma 3.4 there exists an element γ= of πι(XΛ, i) satisfying

(1) EdχlA(rξ)=hn+~(y)*EJ(ξ)
(2) γξ is mapped to the generator of ;ri(Z5TO, im)=Z2 by r*.
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Since π1(XA, i) is the sum of {γξ\ and the image nx{AxtAf i)~>π1(XA, i) the
proof is completed by lemma 2.6 and 4.6.

§5. Proof of theorems.

Recall the sequence in § 1

0 —> GX,A — * £(X) —> o(Λ),

and imbed this one in a diagram as follows:

{0}—

{0} —

-s Gx

-> Hξ -

AutH^X) —>
Hx\

 r *

t > ^(X)

— > <5+(X) •—>

t
{1}

• AutH*(A)

\HA

> P( A)

t
G.ciSΛA)

ί
{lί

Then, if [cm+1, Eβ°r]~]^Eβ°πm+n+1(Sn), we have from lemma 2.1 and 4.7

LEMMA 5.1. H^πm+n{X)/{[_cm, ττn+1(Z)]} VJ {πm+1(X)°M)\

Next, consider the exact sequence

πn(Sm) >β(Λ) > Z2XZ2

t d
which is defined by

t(f) :Λ— > ΛvSn > ΛVSm > A
φ 1V/ l\Jtm

and d(h)=(degree on em of h, degree on en of h).
Clearly d is equivalent to the representation H and moreover the kernel of

t is determined by the sphere theorem of [1] as follows:

Since the definition of t and lemma 2.3 imply

t(fMa)=a+lcn, /] (X=AJem+n)
a

the element t(f) is contained in the image ε(X)->ε(A) if and only if [cm,
3^m+»(SB)=i8 π:ιa+n-1(Sn-1).

Thus, noting rHx—HAr, we have

LEMMA 5.2. Gξ=P^(β)/{βoV} if [cm+1, Eβ°ri£ΞEβ°πm+n+1(Sn)

Now we proced to study of the representation Hx. First we note
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LEMMA 5.3. The kernel (q\A)*:πm+n-1(A)-+πm+n-1(Sn) is generated by a
and the ιm*-image (im:Sm->A).

Proof. This is easily obtained from the diagram (k=m+n—1)

πk(Sm) : > πk(A)<-d πk+i(X, A)^Z2

(q\A)*

πk(X) - ^ - > πk(Sn) .

Let / be a map: A—>A satisfying

U(em)=aem and U(en)=ben

which we call a map of type (a, b) and denote by fb

a. Then the following lemma
is easy.

LEMMA 5.4. There exists a map of type {a, b) if and only if (b—a)β=0.

Let ga be another map. Clearly there exists a map g: Sn->Sm by which gb

a

is represented as the composition of maps

: A > AVS71 > AvSm — > A

Φ rtVg
Now we are interested in the element fb

a*(a). Then lemma 2.3 gives

gi*(a)=fUa)+alenf gl .

On the other hand, since we have

(q\A)*fl.(a)=φcn)*(q\AMa)=O

lemma 5.3 gives, for some σb

x^πm+n-.1{Sm),

fb

a*(a)=aba+ιm*(σb

a).

Thus we have from these lemmas

L E M M A . 5.5. There exists a map f: X->X whose restriction f \ A is of type
(a, b) if and only if there exists a map fb

a such that

fb

a*(a)=aba+ιm*(σb

a),

Especially if a=±l the condition is equivalent to Eφb

a^Eβ°πm+n(Sn).

Next, for the reason of our dimensional assumption, the space A is desuspend-
able, so there exists a co-//-map v: A—>A\/ A and the addition of two maps is
defined as usal. Then we want to get some formula on (/£+/?)*(#). F ° r the
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purpose we must investigate the group πk(AvA) for k=m+n—l. First, by the
well-known decomposition of this group it holds

v*(α) = α + α + Z (Xείdπk+1(AxA, AV A)).

Next- since the order of β is finite there exists a map τ: Sn^A of degree
o(β) and we have the element [^, τ2] of πk(AvA) where each upper index
denotes the order of A imbedded in AVA and o(β) is the order of the element.
Let Q : A=SmVen-+Sn=A/Sm be the collapsing map, then for maps QVlA : AV A

and 1AVQ : AVA-+AVSn we have

LEMMA 5.6. ( l i l V(?)*(»=[d, ^ ] , (OVl i i)*(Z)=(-l)m n[r n,

, ί n ] and

Proof. The third and fourth are clear and the others follows from the
diagram

πk(A) > πk(AVA) = πk(A) + πk(A)+-dπk+1(AxA, AV A)
I ! I
I j

n, AVSn)

LEMMA 5.7. There exists an isomorphism

Proof. Noting the assumption m+Kn<2m—l} consider the following dia-
gram which is naturally obtained:

πk(AvSn) < πk{AvA) > πk(SnVA)

4 4 4
πk+1(AxSn, AVS71) -<— πk+1(AxA, AV A) —> πk+1(SnxA, SnVA)

I I I
• πk+1(AXA) > πk+1(S7

TΓ ( A **& ά A ^ ^ n \ ~r ( A W Q Ί

ί i

, where % denotes the reduced join operator.
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Then the proof follows from lemma 5.6.
Now, consider the map fb

aVf? : AvA-^AvA, then we prove

LEMMA 5.8. (flVfϊUtτ1, cU) = bclτ\ cU mod Oi *r»(Sm), d ]

and

(fb

aVfϊ)*(X)=ad{X\ + {(-l)mn(bc-ad)/0(β)} [τ1, cU mod [d, til^άS**'1)

Remark, be—ad is divisible by o(β) because we have b—c=0=d—a modo(β)
(lemma 5.4).

Proof. By lemma 5.7 we can put

(ΛV/fW«Ξrffl +s[τ\ cii] mod [d, dl'^OS2™-1)

for some integers r and s. Then from lemma 5.6 it follows that r=ad and

0(β)s=(—l)mnφc—r)=(—l)mn(fo—α<i). Hence the proof is completed.
Let μ be the folding map AVA-+A. We note that there exists an element

such that

, τ]

where ί*(λ)—o{β)ξ for z :50(m)->S0(m+l).

LEMMA 5.9. /i*(Z)=2α+ιTO ((ri) α ^ ^ ( [ r 1 , ^ ] ) = (

Proof. By definition v^(α)=α:+α:+%, then we have

iM*p*(α) = (2 l i l)#(α) i.e. 4α+zm*((7

Since μ*([V, ^m])::r::[^ ^m] the second follows from the above note.

LEMMA 5.10. σb

aχ
d

c=σb

a+σ*+ad(σ2

2)+ {{ad-bc)/o{β)}J{λ)

mod [_cm, τrn(

Proof. Apply above lemmas to the identity

Then the proof easily follows.
Now, let σb

a be the suspension of σb

a, then lemma 5.10 gives rise

mod Eβ*πm+n(Sn).

LEMMA 5.11. σδ

α= {α(α-l)/2} (^i})+fl(6-α)/(ί) mod J5/3o7rm+71(S
n)

Proof. By lemma 5.4 b=a+ko(β) for some integer &. Hence we have

mod Eβ-πm+n(Sn)
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On the other hand, lemma 5.10 implies σ%+i = σZ+a(σl), i.e. we have

02= {α(α-

Thus the proof is completed.
Since lemma 5.11 shows that it is important for our purpose to determine

σz\, so here we recall the definition of σz\, which is given by

Then, applying the suspension operator, we have

+AσZ\)y i.e. in+1.(d-ϊ)=-2Ea.

On the other hand, since we may regard the mapping cone of the projection
q : X~>Sn as the Thom space of the vector bundle characterized by ξ we can put

λ*=l or - 1 .

Hence, using ^ 1

+ i (0)= {[^+i, EβDKJEβoπm+ΛS71), we know that

dz\ = -2λj(ξ)+c£cn+i, Eβ-] modEβ°πm+n(Sn) (5.12)

for some integer cζ. For example, if ξ has a cross-section then we may take
λξ——1 ([2]), but, in general, it is not easy to determine λ&.

LEMMA 5.13. o(β)(l+λξ)M)=0

Proof. Consider the followmg diagrams (a--o(β)):

X' > X

S" > S"
deg. a

and

Then we can obtain

a~aλξλζ, modo(M)) and ~λ,J{ξf)^J{ςf), i.e. -λ,aj(ξ)^aj(ς).

Clearly these give the proof. Now we prove
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LEMMA 5.14 In (5.12) we can take

(1) λξ=-l and c*=l if 2/3=0
(2) c==—λξ or —λζ+o(β)/2 otherwise

Proof. (1) the case: 2/3=0.
By lemma 5.13 and 5.11 we have

2J(ς) = -2λξJ(ξ) and do

2 = σz\-4:M). On the other hand, f\*{a) = σl

implies that

ίS=(E/2°)*W-2V(f) + [ίm+1, cm+1-]HM)^2kKξ) + [_cm+u Eβ]

Hence we obtain

(2) the other case. Note that this occurs only in the case of ??i=odd.
Take Hopf-invariant on the both side of (5.12), then we have, from the

formula #(/(£))=-£ r o + 1 (£) and H&cm+1, Eβ])=2Em+1β,

Then, in our dimensional restriction, this means 2(λξ+Cξ)—0 and then the proof
is completed.

Now the proof of theorem 2 and 3 are completed by the following lemma
which is a conseqeuence of lemma 5.11 and 5.14.

LEMMA 5.15. // 2,3-0 we have

d-l=2J(ξ) + lenil, Eβ]

d-{=-2M)

σ-} = [ίm+1, Eβ] modEβoπm+n(Sn)

and if the order of β is odd

\:cn+i, Eβ].

Remark. Since the second case of lemma 5.15 can be shown to be true in
the case o(β)=2-odά Theorem 3 also holds in this case.

§ 6. Some Examples

( I ) The case of having a cross section.

Hξ'-=πm+n(Sm)/ {
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£(X) — > Z2 is onto if 2J(ξ)Φθ,
and

£(X) —>Z 2 xZ 2 is onto if 2/(£)=0 .

βn=nη.

(Π) Complex Stiefel manifolds Wni2 (w^5).

Let ξn be the standard sphere bundle

Since [_c2n-2, ηoη']=:'ηo[.ί2n-i, ^n-Δ the assumption is satisfied. If n is even
the case reduces to ( I ) and for odd n we have

if n = l mod 4, then i/*n = τr ln-4(W7l>2), Gln^{0] and <£(Wn,2)—> Z, is onto,

and

if n = 3 m o d i then Hξn = πin-t(Wn,2)/ι*{lc2n-s, π2n(S2n-η~}} ,

Gξn= {0} , ε(Wn,2) — > Z2 is onto.

(ill) Quaternion Stiefel manifolds Xnr>

Let τn be the standard bundle

C4Π-5 > V > C 171--1 _ _ r ? , .

Since [ί4 n-4, ^ o ^ ] = 0 the assumption is satisfied. Then if ?2^3 we have

Hrn = Ksn-*(Xn,2)/lcin-5, *in(Xn,2)~]\Jι* {τj°J(τn)} , and G-n = {0} .

The image ε(Xnr2)-^Z2xZ2 is more complicated, so we omit it.

APPENDIX: Separation elements

fZ d{f, g)<Ξπn(X).

k :K—> K\Jen , k I Kvje™--= identity.

1. The sequence: O-^πn(R)~>πn(R, K)Xπn{K\Jen) is exact.

For,
πn(K) •—> πn{K) — > π(K, K)

k ' A

n ( )
where ι :K\Jen->e7[KJK(ZK.

ξ: Sn-=EHUEn. > Dn \ ι > K.

^>Mf) = 0, h-l^-niK, K) .
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Then d(f, g)=h*(ξ), where h\K-+X, h\en

γ\jK^f, h\K\Je^g.

^ F
2. K\Jen X,

H{K)(ZL, H{en)=eϊ+eΐ,

Then d(F#, GH)=d(flf gi)+d(f2, g2), where / t =F|e?WL and ^ = G | e ?

?> x U

?,2 \J

π^K, K) X πn(K\Jen)

And consider the diagram:

0 πn{K)

πn{L, L)Xπn(eΊ

7 ,

πn (Lt, L) X πn (L{Je«),

where

Then

Hence i?*(f)=7i*(ίi)+72*(ς2) (from the injectivity). And then we have

d(FH, FG)=(
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